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Daniel Bull

World Record Breaking Adventurer and
Inspirational Keynote Speaker

Daniel Bull is a 3 x Guinness World Record-breaking
adventurer and award winning keynote speaker who
triggers a lasting impact. He delivers practical take-
aways learnt from over two decades of not just
surviving but thriving in the harshest environments on
Earth and brings the rate combination of having also
worked in the corporate world to fund his ambitions.

Daniel completed an unguided ascent of Mount Everest in his 20’s and has since made numerous
first ascents up unclimbed peaks in uncharted locations such as northern Greenland and
Antarctica, has tackled some of the world’s most dangerous mountains, such as the infamous
North Face of the Eiger (nicknamed “Murder Wall”) and became the youngest person on the
planet to climb the highest summits on every continent.

His feats have been featured in well-known media outlets from the front page of national and
international newspapers and double spreads to prime-time TV and radio. As a gifted storyteller,
Daniel captures his audiences from the first moment, he awakens and inspires people from all
walks of like with his passion and authentic presence, spectacular footage and riveting stories, as
they join him on an extraordinary journey.

More than just another incredible life story, Daniel’s proven strategies on boosting resilience,
dealing with uncertainty and achieving peak performance continue to empower leaders and teams
from all industries to dream big, defy limits and grasp opportunities.

What Daniel Bull Speaks About

World record-breaking adventurer and international motivational speaker, Daniel Bull, awakens
and inspires people from all walks of life with his passion and authentic presence, and engages
with his spectacular footage and riveting stories. More than just another incredible life story,
Daniel’s proven strategies empower leaders and teams to dream big, defy limits and grasp future
opportunities.

Testimonials

“ Thank you, Daniel, for your truly inspiring and motivating story. Your remarkable
achievements as an Aussie adventurer, breaking three-word records and thriving in the
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toughest environments for over two decades, have not only captivated our individual team
members but also provided invaluable strategies for fostering teamwork, optimism, resilience,
courageous leadership, and an unstoppable mindset in uncharted territory. Your speech has
ignited a fire within us to challenge our comfort zones and take courageous steps toward
transforming our mindset. We've already integrated some of your lessons into our Culture of
Care Awards Ceremony and foresee using your strategies in tackling tough projects.

- Frasers Property

“ It was with great pleasure we were able to get Daniel to talk about overcoming fears and
taking on extreme challenges, both on and off mountains. Hear his story. You won't regret it!

- Accenture

“ Thanks to you for an inspiring and motivational webinar for our customers and staff. Your
ability to link Risk and Resilience was exceptional and will bring great value to our future
ambitions. We appreciate the time and effort you dedicated to preparing and delivering such
an insightful presentation. Your willingness to share your expertise has undoubtedly made a
lasting impression on our customers, and we are confident that the knowledge gained will
resonate with them moving forward with both their personal and work lives.

- Camms Group

“ Daniel was the perfect choice for us when selecting a motivational guest speaker for our
annual SKO. This year, we wanted to focus on change in a big way, by empowering our Sales
and Customer Success Teams to be agents of change and lead the market into a new way of
thinking. Daniel sure did deliver! Daniel’s stories had our team incredibly engaged and
inspired. With the incredibly positive feedback from our attendees.

- Conviva

“ Daniel contributed significantly to the success of our events. The audience were inspired by
his incredible achievements and loved his solid takeaways that everyone can benefit from.
Awesome!

- Evanta, a Gartner Company

“ Fascinating & inspiring! He had me captivated as soon as he started speaking. Humble
despite his mammoth achievements, with the ability to break down the extraordinary and
make it applicable to our everyday lives and challenges.

- Newmark Capital
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